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ABSTRACT 1	  
Integrated land use-transportation modeling is used to predict future transportation demand given 2	  

the way households and firms arrange themselves in urban areas as a function of among other things, the 3	  
transportation system. More recent models operate at the very fine spatial scale of the land parcel. At this 4	  
scale, physical structures of the urban system change and these changes can take on different forms. 5	  
Modeling these changes in general and their specific forms in particular can improve population forecasts 6	  
and the travel demand forecasts on which they’re based. Road geometry structures finer scale geometries 7	  
like parcels and buildings, which have direct consequences on population predictions. This study tries to 8	  
predict the type of local road network likely to exist in a future residential area. To this end, two 9	  
multinomial logit models of road network type are estimated. Another two binary logit models are 10	  
estimated based on more aggregate road network type categories; currently capable of being generated 11	  
within GIS tools coupled to integrated models. Based on these models, road network type is found to be a 12	  
function of a number of variables including: slope of terrain, period of development, proximity to a river 13	  
and adjacency to a road network of the same type, among others. Anticipating the type of road network in 14	  
a future urban area could lead to more accurate modeling of housing type, population density and 15	  
demographic structure.   16	  
  17	  
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INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW 1	  
 The complex processes giving rise to changes in urban activities and landscapes lend themselves 2	  
to being modeled through urban simulation. Urban simulations are being used more and more to assess 3	  
alternative transportation investments, land use regulations and environmental policies (1). Integrated 4	  
land use-transportation modeling is a type of urban simulation that predicts travel demand in a way that is 5	  
sensitive to how population and employment arrange themselves as a function of the transportation 6	  
system.  7	  
 There is a trend in integrated modeling toward representing phenomena at increasingly finer 8	  
spatial scales, down to the scale at which they occur in reality - the parcel (2). The advantages this has on 9	  
realism of simulations are partly offset by increased requirements for highly detailed input data (3). In 10	  
addition, geometric changes to the landscape can occur, the simulation of which requires extremely 11	  
memory intensive computations (2). Currently, such computations take place in external tools called City 12	  
Generation Engines, for visualizing outputs of integrated models, among other things (1; 4). 13	  
 Such fine-grained dynamic spatial representation presents the opportunity to represent urban form 14	  
within simulations, such as different road network, parcel and building patterns. There are many 15	  
automatic methods for generating road networks, including L-systems (5), Rapidly-exploring random 16	  
trees (6) and agent-based approaches (7). Many of these approaches are capable of generating local road 17	  
networks of specific types (8-11), some of them integrated into City Generation Engines (1; 4; 12). A 18	  
number of block subdivision algorithms have also been developed, for subdividing the negative space of 19	  
the road network into land parcels (4; 5; 13-15). Wiseman and Patterson (16) demonstrated that there is a 20	  
different better algorithm for creating realistic parcels within each road network type. Buildings are 21	  
generated on parcels using Computer Generated Architecture (CGA), which can include rules that define 22	  
the types of buildings allowed on different parcel geometries. Schirmer (17) proposed a logit model for 23	  
predicting types of new buildings within integrated models based partly on a parcel’s geometry. Clearly 24	  
there is a chain of simulation events that link population forecasts back to road network geometry such 25	  
that the latter is likely to affect the former. 26	  
 While algorithms have been developed to create different kinds of road networks, little has been 27	  
done to evaluate what types of road networks are likely to appear where. The aim of this research is to 28	  
work towards models that will help in making this decision. In this paper, a series of logit models are 29	  
estimated designed to meet different research goals. One goal is to understand, as much as possible, the 30	  
factors influencing road network type and the other, to provide a tool for estimating road network type in 31	  
future neighborhoods within urban simulations. Incorporating such a model into urban simulation tools 32	  
could potentially result in more realistic parcel shapes and patterns, which could lead to more accurate 33	  
overall population forecasts and demographic structures.  34	  

The rest of this paper is composed of the following topics: a description of the road network 35	  
model, a description of the study area, the data and methods used to prepare the sample units and 36	  
variables, the model results, and finally, a discussion and conclusion and description of potential future 37	  
work.   38	  
 39	  
LOCAL ROAD TYPE MODEL 40	  

This study develops local road network models, that is, models to predict the type of road 41	  
network in a residential area as a function of attributes of the area itself. In this case, the dependent 42	  
variable has J levels, each level representing one of the local road network types. The Binary logit model 43	  
is used for statistical classification problems where the variable of interest has two levels. The 44	  
Multinomial logit model is an extension of this and is used where the variable of interest is categorical 45	  
with greater than two levels. Both model types are used here and have essentially the same structure as 46	  
described in Long (18) and summarized briefly below.  47	  

A residential area i is characterized by road network type j=1 to J according to a linear function 48	  
of a vector of predictor variables X. The predictor variables have an associated vector βm, including an 49	  
intercept β0m and coefficients βkm for the effect of Xk on outcome m.  50	  
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 To ensure the probabilities are non-negative, the exponential of xβm is taken exp(xβm). This value 1	  
can be converted into a probability of observation i belonging to category m by ensuring the outcomes 2	  
sum to 1. This is done in the equation below: 3	  
 4	  
(1)  Pr(y = m|xi) = exp(xiβm) / ∑ j=1,J exp(xiβj) 5	  
 6	  
The probability is given by the base e to the power of xβm divided by the sums of the base e to the power 7	  
of xβj for all the other categories j=1 to J.   8	  

In this study, four models are estimated, two are complete models and the other two are reduced 9	  
models. Of these, two are multinomial with four levels and the other two are binary with only two levels. 10	  
The four level models estimate road network types based on the most common local road classification 11	  
system. Since City Generation Engines don’t simulate each of these types in all their detail, the other two 12	  
models combine them into two aggregate types with associated automatic generation methods. For the 13	  
complete models, as many variables as were available and that were believed to potentially influence road 14	  
network type were tested. The aim of these models was to understand as generally as possible the factors 15	  
affecting road network type. The reduced models were developed so that they could be used in a more 16	  
realistic predictive environment; in the context of integrated land-use transportation simulation where it 17	  
would be useful to predict the nature of road networks in expanding urban areas. As such, they use only 18	  
variables that would be known before the neighborhoods were developed and that could be easily 19	  
incorporated within the base year database of an integrated model. 20	  
 21	  
STUDY AREA 22	  

The study spans the Communauté métropolitaine de Montréal (CMM), composed of a central 23	  
island and surrounding regions. The island is linked to the outer communities, many of them suburban, by 24	  
bridges (19). As the main transportation corridor for colonists, the St-Lawrence River heavily influenced 25	  
settlement patterns in Montreal. Its banks were colonized first and eventually urbanization followed in a 26	  
monocentric growth pattern (20). Old Montreal, located on the island’s southeast coast, is the region’s 27	  
oldest urban center and is the origin of this growth pattern.    28	  

Recently population growth in the outskirts has been three times higher than in the central city 29	  
(21). Furthermore, exurban areas grew by 18,500 people from 2006-2011, the largest increase in any 30	  
major Canadian city (22). Montreal has a decentralized planning structure organized around MRCs with 31	  
14 MRCs spanning 82 municipalities. The MRCs are responsible for creating regional development plans 32	  
that are flexible enough to allow municipalities to identify how and where to develop as well as the 33	  
location and type of major roads (19). This decentralized planning structure is likely to result in a large 34	  
spatial variation in local road network types.  35	  
 36	  
DATA AND METHODS 37	  

The study concentrated on residential road network types. To estimate the different models, it was 38	  
necessary to split the study area into sample areas, and classify them according to road network type. To 39	  
be useful in constructing the models, the sample areas had to be residential and small enough to be mostly 40	  
of a single type. To do so, residential building points (Ville de Montréal 2011) were clustered at a 41	  
distance of 120 m using the ArcGIS “Aggregate Points” tool (Esri, Redlands CA). This distance was 42	  
chosen after several trials and seemed to represent the maximum distance between houses in the same 43	  
development. The clusters sometimes contained holes, which were filled in through the ArcGIS “Must 44	  
Not Have Gaps” geodatabase topology rule. To smooth jagged edges, a 120 m buffer was applied to the 45	  
clusters followed by a 120 m inverse buffer. To separate clusters that spanned several neighborhoods they 46	  
were clipped by a buffered layer of highways, arterials and collectors (25m, 15m and 15m respectively) 47	  
(DMTI 2010). The local road network (CanMap Route Logistics 2013) was then spatially joined to these 48	  
polygons, to assign sets of links to sample units.  49	  

Once the sample units were created, they were classified into four of the road network types 50	  
described in Southworth & Owens (23) as well as a mixed category for all the hybrid types, which were 51	  
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excluded from the sample. The classification system of Southworth & Owens was selected from among 1	  
several (24; 25), as it is most often cited in the literature and composed of the most basic types. The four 2	  
types used represent categories along a spectrum of more grid-like to more tree-like and are as follows: 1) 3	  
gridiron, 2) fragmented parallels, 3) warped parallels, and 4) loops & lollipops. The lollipops-on-a-stick 4	  
type was excluded since it doesn’t form enclosed blocks that urban simulations require in creating 5	  
subsequent geometries. In total, there were 869 sample areas in the reduced model (gridiron: 146, 6	  
fragmented: 329, warped: 236, loop & lollipops: 158) and 842 sample areas in the complete model 7	  
(Figure 1). Some of the sample areas needed to be dropped from the complete model due missing data in 8	  
calculating the extra variables.  9	  
 10	  

 11	  
FIGURE 1  Sample areas color coded by road network type and examples of each: a) Loop & 12	  
lollipop, b) Warped parallels, c) Fragmented parallels and d) Gridiron.  13	  
  14	  
Description of Explanatory Variables 15	  

Planners and architects have a palate of road network types to draw from when designing a new 16	  
residential area. There is little information in the academic literature that describes how planners come to 17	  
the decision of what type of local road network to use where. Many studies have sought to characterize 18	  
neighborhoods of different local road network types with respect to traffic safety (26; 27), mode choice 19	  
(28-30), walkability (24) vehicle miles travelled (31), population density and housing type (32; 33), and 20	  
value (34). A historical survey of residential development can give insight into the functions of different 21	  
road network designs and how these emerged from different planning paradigms, emphasizing 22	  
practicality or aesthetics at the extremes (23; 35). For example, the gridiron emerged during the industrial 23	  
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revolution as an efficient way to quickly expand the inhabitable area while allowing for speculation. 1	  
Fragmented grids were developed to create more privacy by limiting through traffic. The long curved 2	  
blocks of warped parallels aimed to provide residents with interesting sight lines. Loop and lollipops were 3	  
designed to create enclaves where houses could have privacy from one another and to limit through 4	  
traffic. While these features indicate why planners might have used a given road network design, they 5	  
provide little insight into why one might be used over another based on pre-existing characteristics of the 6	  
sites themselves. As a result, the variables tested here were informed by the limited academic literature 7	  
available on the subject, other loosely related models, personal communication with planners and 8	  
common sense.   9	  

Independent variables for the road network model were calculated in ArcGIS and QGIS. Their 10	  
data sources include: heavy rail stops provided by the Agence métropolitaine de transport, a digital 11	  
elevation model at 20m resolution (DMTI 2010), a road network (DMTI 2010), housing type and 12	  
greenspace data (Ville de Montréal), and predominant age of housing construction (Statistics Canada, 13	  
2006 Canadian Census – the latest available data at time of writing).  14	  

For the reduced model aimed at predicting road network type, a number of spatially explicit 15	  
explanatory variables were calculated, all of which would be known for a potential residential area before 16	  
any local road network is constructed. These fit into 3 categories: spatial features of the terrain, transit 17	  
variables and time period of construction. The first of the spatial features was road distance in meters 18	  
from the central business district (36; 37). Leveraging Montreal’s monocentric growth pattern (20), this 19	  
variable was meant to represent the relative time of construction of the different sample areas. The 20	  
coefficient was expected to be negative for road network patterns popular in the distant past when the city 21	  
center was developed, namely gridiron and fragmented grid. It was expected to be positive for road 22	  
network patterns popular in the more recent past, namely, warped parallels and loop and lollipops. A 23	  
binary variable representing whether or not the average slope of the terrain is greater than 2% was 24	  
calculated. Design codes specify maximum slope tolerances allowed for building roads and slope of 25	  
terrain is a major factor in decisions of which new areas to develop (15). Constructing grids in general, 26	  
and on sloped terrain in particular, requires longer road lengths and is therefore more costly than 27	  
constructing loop and lollipop networks, which easily follow contour lines (23; 35). It was expected that a 28	  
>2% slope would increase the odds of constructing a loop & lollipop network and decrease the odds of 29	  
constructing a grid network. However, since the urban core, as defined in Patterson et al. (38), was 30	  
developed when grids were in fashion, and a large portion of the core is occupied by a mountain (Mount-31	  
Royal), sloped terrains are more likely to be grids within the core. To capture this effect, the slope 32	  
variable was interacted with a binary variable indicating whether or not the sample was inside or outside 33	  
this core. A variable representing straight-line distance from the sample’s centroid to nearest highway and 34	  
another to the nearest major road were also calculated (36; 37). This was meant to capture the scale 35	  
differences of neighborhoods of each road network type, with loop & lollipops being automobile scale 36	  
and grid types walking scale. Sample area was also included as a variable for this reason. Whether or not 37	  
the sample is within a 100m buffer of a major river (or any river) was calculated. Being near a river was 38	  
expected to increase the likelihood of building a warped or loop and lollipop road network since these 39	  
were seen as compatible with the geometric and aesthetic qualities of rivers. Two transit variables were 40	  
calculated, namely, whether or not the area is within an 800m buffer of a heavy rail stop (metro and 41	  
commuter train) and whether or not the area is within an 800m buffer of a metro only (39).  It was 42	  
expected that for the two grid types (gridiron and fragmented parallels) this coefficient would have a 43	  
positive sign since they would provide a walkable network to heavy rail. While for the warped grid and 44	  
loop and lollipop types, the coefficient was expected to be negative since walkability to heavy rail is a 45	  
desirable neighborhood characteristic and these would decrease it. A number of variables were calculated 46	  
to capture temporal trends in road network design.  The number of years since 1951 when most housing 47	  
was constructed was used as a continuous variable. A series of binary variables were also calculated 48	  
indicating whether or not the most housing was constructed within a given time interval. The continuous 49	  
time variable was expected to have a positive sign for warped and loop & lollipop road network types and 50	  
a negative sign for gridiron and fragmented grid types. Binary variables were expected to have positive 51	  
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signs consistent with historical knowledge about when each road network type was most popular (23; 35). 1	  
For example, the period after 1970 was expected to be positive for loop and lollipop road networks, in 2	  
keeping with its popularity beginning in this era.  3	  
  For the complete models, aimed at a quantitative understanding of relationships between road 4	  
network type and neighborhood characteristics, a fourth variable category was included, namely, current 5	  
land use characteristics of the area. Percent residential area occupied by multifamily housing was 6	  
expected to have a positive coefficient for grid and fragmented grid, while percent residential area 7	  
occupied by single family housing was expected to have a positive coefficient for warped and loop & 8	  
lollipop networks (Jochen Eckart, personal communication). A binary variable representing whether or 9	  
not the area contains greenspace was expected to have a positive coefficient for warped parallels and loop 10	  
& lollipops, since these favor aesthetic features.  11	  
 12	  
Spatial Dependence 13	  

Designing a neighborhood that fits into the surrounding aesthetic is often desirable and so the 14	  
road network types of surrounding neighborhoods are also important factors (Jochen Eckart, personal 15	  
communication). To incorporate this spatial dependence into the model, a set of binary variables were 16	  
calculated, each one capturing whether or not a given sample unit had at least one road network of a given 17	  
type adjacent to it. Since strictly speaking, the sample units weren’t adjacent in a topological sense (they 18	  
had buffered roads in between), rather than calculating these variables using an adjacency matrix, a 19	  
distance-based matrix was used according to the method described in Ding (40). Here, the author used a 20	  
variable search distance based on the area of the sample unit in question to define its neighborhood. This 21	  
distance is calculated by the following:  22	  

 23	  

(2) 𝜓!"   = 1  𝑖𝑓  𝑑!" ≤ 𝑏 !"#!!
!

, 𝑎𝑛𝑑  𝜓!" = 0  𝑖𝑓  𝑑!" > 𝑏 !"#!!
!

  24	  
 25	  

Where ψij = 1 means sample j is the neighbhor of i, dij is the cutoff search radius, b is a constant 26	  
set at either 2 (for the rook’s case) or 3 (for the queen’s case), and areai is the area of the sample unit in 27	  
question. For this study b=2 was used, meaning that being within twice the radius of a circle of the same 28	  
area as a given sample area constitutes a neighbor. 29	  
 30	  
MODEL RESULTS 31	  

Many models were tested in Biogeme (41), beginning by including as many variables as 32	  
described in the previous section and then paring them down to those with a statistically significant effect. 33	  
The results of the models with four outcome variables, representing the most common road network type 34	  
categories, are presented first. Next, the models with two outcome variables, representing aggregate 35	  
categories of road network types from the first model, are shown. Both the four- and two- outcome model 36	  
types each have a complete and a reduced version. The former containing the maximum number of 37	  
predictive variables and the latter only with variables that would be known at simulation time.  38	  
 39	  
Four-Outcome Models  40	  

The model’s predictor functions are those for the four road network types. Gridiron and loop & 41	  
lollipop types both had insignificant constants and as a result were both used as omitted categories. The 42	  
results of the complete and reduced models are found in Tables 1 and 2. 43	  

In the four-outcome complete model (Table 1) there are nine distinct variables in the entire model 44	  
and the model’s predictor functions have between 3-5 variables each. One variable is continuous while 45	  
the others are binary. The likelihood ratio test indicates that the probability of the model coefficients 46	  
actually being 0 as opposed to those estimated is extremely unlikely with a p-value of 3.9x10-4. The 47	  
adjusted rho square is 23%.  48	  
 49	  
  50	  
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TABLE 1 Variables Included in Four-Outcome Complete Model and What they Represent  1	  
Variable Coefficient(β) p-value exp(β) 
Gridiron    
 Gridiron ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Gridiron adjacent 1.0 0.00 

 
2.801 

 Percent residential area occupied by multifamily 
 housing  

0.05 0.00 1.051 

Warped Parallels    
 Warped ASC 2.34 0.00 10.381 
 Warped adjacent 1.13 0.00 

 
3.096 

 Within 800 m of heavy rail -0.461 0.02 0.631 
Fragmented Parallels    
 Fragmented ASC 1.89 0.00 6.619 
 Fragmented adjacent  0.505 0.00 

 
1.657 

 Percent residential area occupied 
 by multifamily housing 

0.0304 0.00 1.031 

Loop and lollipop    
 Loop and lollipop ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Loop & Lollipops adjacent 1.18 0.00 

 
3.254 

 Average slope > 2% x outside 
 urban core 

0.807 0.01 2.241 

 Majority of housing constructed after 1970 
 dummy 

1.46 
 

0.00 
 

4.306 

 Contains greenspace dummy 0.781 0.00 2.184 
    
Init log-likelihood -1129.830   
Final log-likelihood -855.721   
Likelihood ratio test 548.218 3.9x10-4 

 
 

Adjusted rho-square 0.232   
 2	  

In general, the variables in the model are consistent with a priori hypotheses about their effects 3	  
on road network type. Consistent with what was learned from architects, having an adjacent road network 4	  
of a given type increases the odds of being the same type compared to all others combined. Higher 5	  
percentages of multifamily housing are associated with gridiron and fragmented grid types. Being within 6	  
800m of a heavy rail stop decreases the odds of being warped parallels. Having a slope >2 % increases 7	  
the odds of being loop & lollipop, if outside the urban core. Having housing built mostly after 1970 8	  
increases the odds of being loop & lollipops. Having greenspace also increases the odds of being loop and 9	  
lollipop, in keeping with the aesthetic nature of this type.  10	  

The degree to which these variables influence the road network type of a given area can be 11	  
interpreted through the values of their respective coefficients. The expected values of these coefficients, 12	  
that is, their influence on the odds of being a given road network type in relation to all of the others 13	  
without this variable, is given in the exp(β) column. Increasing multifamily housing by 1% increases the 14	  
odds of being gridiron by 5% and fragmented grid by 3%. While this variable has a large effect on the 15	  
model results, in general it wouldn’t be known when trying to predict road network type, unless it was 16	  
specified in a policy or plan. Being within 800m of a heavy rail stop decreases the odds of being warped 17	  
parallels by 37%. Having a slope greater than 2% increases the odds of being loop & lollipop by 1.24 18	  
times if in an area outside the urban core. Both having housing mostly built after 1970 and greenspace 19	  
increases the odds of being loop & lollipops by 3.3 times and 1.2 times respectively.  20	  

Table 2 shows the reduced, 4-outcome road network model. The likelihood ratio test of the four 21	  
outcome reduced model indicates that the probability of the model coefficients actually being 0 as 22	  
opposed to those estimated is extremely unlikely with a p-value of 4.1x10-3. The adjusted rho-square is 23	  
lower than the previous model since it includes fewer variables.  24	  
 25	  
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TABLE 2  Variables Included in Four-Outcome Reduced Model and What they Represent  1	  
Variable Coefficient(β) p-value exp(β) 
Gridiron     
 Gridiron ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Gridiron adjacent 2.03 

 
0.00 
 

7.614 
 Average slope > 2% x within urban core  1.46 0.00 4.306 
 Years since 1951 when majority of housing was 
 constructed  

-0.0531 
 

0.00 
 

0.948 

 Within 100 m of a water body 0.647 0.03 
 

1.910 
Warped Parallels     
 Warped ASC 0.3 0.02 1.35 
 Warped adjacent 1.44 0.00 

 
4.221 

 Within 800 m of heavy rail -0.451 0.01 0.637 
Fragmented Parallels     
 Fragmented ASC 1.14 0.00 3.127 
 Fragmented adjacent  0.565 

 
0.00 
 

1.759 
 Years since 1951 when majority of housing was 
 constructed 

-0.0193 0.00 
 

0.981 

Loop & lollipop    
 Loop and lollipop ASC 0 (FIXED)   
 Loop & Lollipops adjacent 1.37 0.00 

 
3.935 

 Average slope > 2% x outside urban core 0.589 0.02 1.802 
    
Init log-likelihood -1203.304   
Final log-likelihood -972.562   
Likelihood ratio test 461.484 4.1x10-3 

 
 

Adjusted rho-square 0.182   
 2	  

For the variables common to both full and reduced models, namely, adjacent type, slope and 3	  
proximity to heavy rail, the degrees to which they affect the odds of different road network types are 4	  
comparable. In general, the other variables in the model also fit with a priori hypotheses about their 5	  
effects on road network type. The odds of being grid or fragmented grid decrease over time, consistent 6	  
with the evolution of planning paradigms for residential areas. Also, this model confirms that having a 7	  
slope >2% and being within the urban core increases the odds of being a gridiron, due to the presence of 8	  
Mount-Royal. Another interesting result is that, contrary to expectation, being near a river increases the 9	  
odds of being a gridiron. Perhaps areas near rivers are furnished with pedestrian networks to allow the 10	  
larger public to access them. The fact that being near a major river only was insignificant, suggests this 11	  
relationship isn’t due to the fact that the banks of the Saint-Lawrence River were settled when grids were 12	  
prevalent.  13	  
 Again, a more quantitative interpretation of the relative influence of each variable on the odds of 14	  
being a given road network type can be made using the expected values of their coefficients (exp(β)). For 15	  
the adjacent type variables, having a neighbor of a given type increases the odds of being that type by 6.6 16	  
times if the neighbor is a gridiron, by 3.2 times if it’s a warped grid, by 76% if its fragmented grid and by 17	  
2.9 times if loops & lollipops relative to the other categories. For the slope variables, an average slope 18	  
>2% increases the odds of being a grid by 3.3 times if inside the urban core and loop & lollipop by 2.9 19	  
times if outside the urban core.  Similar to the complete model, being within 800m of a heavy rail stop 20	  
decreases the odds of being warped parallels by 36%, suggesting that more walkable road networks tend 21	  
to be used in areas with nearby heavy rail. Being within 100m of a river increases the odds of being grid 22	  
by 91%. The odds of being a grid and fragmented grid decrease by 5% and 2% respectively for every year 23	  
past 1951 that most housing is constructed.  24	  
 25	  
 26	  
 27	  
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Two-Outcome Models  1	  
The two-outcome models used most of the same variables as the previous models. Here the 2	  

outcome variable had 2 levels: 1) gridiron OR fragmented parallels, representing the grid types, and 2) 3	  
warped parallels OR loops & lollipops, representing the free form, aesthetic types referred to as organic. 4	  
The results of the complete and reduced model can be found in Tables 3 and 4.  5	  
 6	  
TABLE 3  Variables Included in the Two-Outcome Complete Model and What they Represent  7	  
Variable Coefficient(β) p-value exp(β) 
Grid types*     
 Grid type ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Grid type adjacent 0.770 

 
0.00 
 

2.16 
 Percentage of residential land area occupied by 
 multifamily housing  

0.0287 0.00 1.029 

 In urban core 2.39 0.02 10.913 
Organic types**    
 Organic type ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Organic type adjacent 0.950 0.00 

 
2.586 

 Within 800 m of heavy rail -0.579 0.02 0.560 
 Contains greenspace dummy 0.716 0.00 2.046 
 Majority of housing constructed 
 after 1970 dummy 

0.620 
 

0.00 
 

1.859 

    
Init log-likelihood -564.915   
Final log-likelihood -362.498   
Likelihood ratio test 404.834   
Adjusted rho-square 0.346 7.3x10-4  
 8	  
*Includes both Gridiron and Fragmented types. 9	  
**Includes both Warped and Loop and lollipop types. 10	  
 11	  

The complete two-outcome model (Table 3) has an adjusted rho-square of 0.346. The likelihood 12	  
ratio test (p = 7.3x10-4) indicates that it is unlikely that the model coefficients are actually 0 rather than those 13	  
estimated. The greater quality of this model compared to the four outcome models suggests that these 14	  
variables are more strongly associated with a particular planning paradigm (practicality vs. aesthetics) 15	  
rather than a particular road network type.  16	  
 The signs of the variable coefficients are consistent with hypotheses and with the other models. 17	  
Being adjacent to a given type increases the odds that an area is of same type by 1.2 times for grid types 18	  
and by 1.6 times for organic types. A 1% increase in multifamily housing increases the odds of being a 19	  
grid type by 3%. Being within the urban core increases the odds of being a grid type by 10 times. Being 20	  
within 800m of heavy rail decreases the odds of being an organic type by 46%. While having greenspace 21	  
and being developed after 1970 increases the odds of being an organic type by a factor of 1 and 1.9 22	  
respectively.   23	  

The two-outcome reduced model (Table 4) has a likelihood ratio p-value of 2.4x10-4 and an 24	  
adjusted rho-square of 0.298. It shares four variables in common with the complete two-outcome model; 25	  
the only additional variable being surface area. The common coefficients have similar signs and values 26	  
between models and so only notable differences are presented here. Being in the urban core increases the 27	  
odds of being a grid type by 26 times. Having the majority of housing constructed after 1970 increases the 28	  
odds of being an organic type by 2.3 times. Finally, a 1 hectare increase in surface area decreases the odds 29	  
of being a grid type by 1% in keeping with the hypothesis that these are more walking scale 30	  
neighborhoods. 31	  
 32	  
 33	  
 34	  
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TABLE 4  Variables Included in the Two-Outcome Reduced Model and What they Represent  1	  
Variable Coefficient(β) p-value exp(β) 
Grid types*    
 Grid type ASC 0.00 (FIXED)   
 Grid type adjacent 0.955 

 
0.00 
 

2.60 
 In urban core  3.31 0.00 27.385 
 Surface area (ha) -0.00876 0.00 0.912 
Organic types**    
 Organic type ASC  -1.01 0.00 0.364 
 Organic type adjacent 1.05 0.00 

 
2.858 

 Within 800 m of heavy rail -0.463 0.02 0.629 
 Majority of housing constructed 
 after 1970 dummy 

1.19 
 

0.00 
 

3.287 

    
Init log-likelihood -601.652   
Final log-likelihood -415.584   
Likelihood ratio test 372.136 2.4x10-4 

 
 

Adjusted rho-square 0.298   
 2	  
*Includes both Gridiron and Fragmented types. 3	  
**Includes both Warped and Loop and lollipop types. 4	  
 5	  
DISCUSSION & CONCLUSION 6	  

A number of automatic road generation algorithms have been developed, many of them aimed at 7	  
recreating road networks of specific types. Within visualization and simulation tools, these form the basis 8	  
of finer geometries, such as parcels and buildings both of which have a number of automatic methods for 9	  
being generated as well. This research has attempted to create a model for automatically deciding which 10	  
road generation algorithm to use in a future residential area, to best leverage the available algorithms in 11	  
urban simulations.  12	  

More specifically, the purpose of this study was to develop statistical models to understand the 13	  
factors influencing local road network type with the idea of being able to use such models to predict road 14	  
network type in integrated models. The model results demonstrate that predicting road network type of 15	  
future residential areas is possible using site-specific factors that are known in advance. However, these 16	  
reduced models do not include all the variables found to influence road network type in the complete 17	  
models. The four-outcome models both contained 9 distinct variables while the two-outcome models 18	  
contained 7 or 6. Many of the variables were used in more than one model. The variable coefficients were 19	  
usually similar between models but sometimes varied widely (ie: being within the core). In practice, the 20	  
two-outcome reduced model has corresponding algorithms for being generated within urban simulations 21	  
and so it could be directly applied in this context. In all models, there is strong spatial dependence 22	  
between an area’s road network type and that of its neighbors. In at least some of the models, road 23	  
network type was found to be influenced by the following factors: whether or not the terrain has slopes, 24	  
the percentage of multifamily housing, proximity to a river or heavy rail stop, time of building 25	  
construction and whether or not the area is within the urban core.  26	  

Furthermore, all the variables used in the reduced models are easy to calculate, and would be 27	  
simple to incorporate into an integrated model’s base year dataset. For the complete models, their 28	  
variables may be specified in development plans or policies, in which case they could be used for 29	  
simulation purposes.  30	  
 31	  
FUTURE WORK 32	  

By incorporating more knowledge of road network design practices, the predictive capabilities of 33	  
the models could be improved. Future work could involve testing these improved models within 34	  
integrated land use-transportation models or City Generation Engines. In combination with rules relating 35	  
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better block subdivision algorithms to road network types, more reliable parcel geometry may result. 1	  
Finally, an exploration of the data used to create these models and the model parameters could help define 2	  
quantitative urban typologies that relate road network type to neighborhood features.  3	  
 4	  
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